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Abstract—We propose an anti-piracy security approach for
programmable analog and mixed-signal (AMS) Integrated Cir-
cuits (ICs). The security approach relies on functionality locking
by leveraging the inherent programmability and utilizing the
configuration settings as secret keys or, equivalently, the pro-
gramming bits as key-bits. When invalid keys are applied, the
circuit is untuned and, as a result, its functionality breaks, i.e.,
at least one of the performances violates its specification. As
long as the calibration algorithm that produces the configuration
settings can be kept secret, the proposed approach can serve as
a countermeasure against all types of counterfeiting, i.e., cloning,
overbuilding, remarking, and recycling. An important advantage
of the proposed approach is that it is lock-less. It leaves the
design intact, there is no change to the design flow, and there is
no performance penalty and no area or power overheads due
to the lock operation. We demonstrate it on a Σ∆ Analog-
to-Digital Converter (ADC) with 194-bit programmability and
complex calibration algorithm used in the context of highly-
digitized, multi-standard RF receivers.

Index Terms—Hardware security and trust, mixed-signal inte-
grated circuits, IP/IC piracy, locking, tuning, calibration.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hardware security and trust of Integrated Circuits (ICs) and
Intellectual Property (IP) blocks in Systems-on-Chip (SoCs) is
a topic that has attracted a lot of interest in recent years. There
are various threats, including IP/IC piracy, hardware Trojans,
side-channel attacks, and fault injection attacks [1]. In this
work, we focus on IP/IC piracy and we propose an anti-piracy
countermeasure for analog and mixed-signal (AMS) ICs that
embed digitally-controlled programmability.

IC/IP piracy includes reverse engineering [2], [3] and dif-
ferent counterfeiting types [4], namely cloning, overbuilding,
remarking, and recycling. The first three counterfeiting types
are a corollary of the horizontal semiconductor manufacturing
business model where many semiconductor companies out-
source IP design, IC fabrication, and IC testing to multiple
potentially untrusted entities with the goal to reduce costs.
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Reverse engineering refers to the procedure of deriving
IP/IC proprietary information, i.e., architecture, netlist, layout,
etc., from a fabricated chip. Nowadays, there exist equipment
and software tools to successfully reverse-engineer any un-
protected chip [2], [3]. The procedure involves the following
steps: (a) de-packaging of the chip; (b) de-layering the indi-
vidual layers of the die using corrosive chemicals; (c) imaging
the top-view of each layer using, for example, Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM); (d) aligning and stitching the
images of the different layers; and (e) extracting the netlist
from the annotated images using dedicated software tools.
An adversary may perform reverse engineering to reduce its
technological disadvantage against the “author” of the IP/IC,
possibly gathering the necessary information for producing a
similar or identical, i.e., cloned, IP/IC.

A cloned counterfeit is an IP/IC that is being illegally cloned
and sold as original. Cloning can be performed by a third-party
malicious SoC integrator or foundry that receives the blueprint
of the IP/IC or by an adversary via reverse-engineering of
a legally purchased chip. Overbuilding refers to extra ICs
fabricated by a malicious foundry beyond the number agreed
in the contract with the IC design house, which thereafter
are illegitimately sold. Remarked ICs are failing ICs that are
remarked by a malicious test facility as passing ICs and are
sold with false and forged documentation. Recycling refers to
de-soldering a dispensed used or defective board, extracting a
chip, remarking it, and selling it in the market as new.

Nowadays, IP/IC piracy is a major preoccupation for gov-
ernments, industry, and consumers. For governments it poses
a national security threat, i.e., when counterfeits are used in
critical infrastructure and defense. For industry it results in
financial losses and damage to the brand value. For consumers
it poses safety risks since counterfeited parts have lower
reliability and also it results in replacement costs due to higher
failure probability of counterfeited parts.

Countermeasures against IP/IC piracy have been extensively
studied for digital ICs for over a decade now. Main counter-
measures include split manufacturing [5], [6], physical design
obfuscation [7], [8], and logic locking [9], [10].

Split manufacturing protects only against an untrusted
foundry by manufacturing only a part of the target design at
the untrusted high-end foundry and the remaining part at a
trusted low-end foundry.

Physical design obfuscation protects only against reverse-
engineering by making “stealthy” alterations in the design us-
ing mechanisms at the device and interconnect level, resulting
in an extracted netlist that is “deceiving” for the attacker.
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Locking, on the other hand, is an end-to-end protection
mechanism. It consists of inserting a lock into the design such
that unless the valid key is used the functionality breaks. The
key is kept as the IP/IC design house secret. Locking thwarts
cloning by the SoC integrator or foundry and overbuilding
by the foundry as the blueprint of the IP/IC is useless
without knowing the key. It also thwarts cloning via reverse-
engineering as the key is stored in a Tamper-Proof Memory
(TPM) and any attempt to read it will result in irreversible key
loss. It thwarts remarking for digital ICs since structural testing
can be equivalently performed on a locked chip using any
invalid key and, thereby, chips can be unlocked after testing
[11]. Protection against remarking can be achieved for any
IC type by remotely activating the chips during testing using
asymmetric cryptography [12]. Finally, it thwarts recycling as
long as the key is reloaded every time the IC is powered-
up. This requires a different key management scheme that
makes use of a public user-key and a chip identification-key
generated, for example, by an on-chip Physical Unclonable
Function (PUF) [13]. The user-key and chip identification-key
are XORed to produce the secret key.

Regarding AMS ICs, in general, hardware security and
trust aspects are largely unexplored as of today [14]–[17].
The first anti-piracy methodologies have appeared recently.
The vast majority of works focus on locking and can be
broadly categorized into biasing locking [18]–[22], locking
the on-chip calibration mechanism [23], [24], and system-level
locking by leveraging logic locking of digital sections [25]–
[27]. The principle of split manufacturing is demonstrated
in [28]. It is argued that an untrusted foundry not knowing
coil and capacitor sizings, grants a higher level of security of
split manufacturing for RF than for digital designs. Existing
physical design obfuscation techniques for AMS ICs are based
on obfuscating the threshold voltage of transistors [29] and
camouflaging the layout geometry of analog components [30].

In this work, we propose a locking methodology that applies
to AMS ICs that embed multiple-bit digitally-controlled pro-
grammability. We argue that in this case a lock-less solution
can be envisioned. In particular, we argue that the tuning
knobs within the programmable analog IC can naturally serve
as a locking mechanism. Specifically, the programming bits
or digital codes controlling the tuning knobs serve as key-
bits and each configuration setting, i.e., programming bits that
configure the IC in a specific operation mode demanded by the
application, is treated as a secret key. Naturally, when invalid
programming bits are provided the functionality of the circuit
breaks. A requirement for this locking scheme is that the
calibration algorithm that produces the configuration settings
is also kept secret. We discuss the practical implementation of
this locking approach, its benefits, and its resilience against
foreseen attacks. We demonstrate it with hardware mea-
surements on a 194-bit programmable Σ∆ Analog-to-Digital
Converter (ADC) used in highly-digitized, multi-standard RF
receiver applications. Locking programmable AMS ICs via
protecting their tuning settings and the underlying calibration
algorithm was originally proposed in [31].

The existing AMS IC locking methodologies [18]–[26],
which will be described in more detail in Section II, are

generic and, thus, can also be used in the context of pro-
grammable AMS ICs. Their common characteristic is that
they all insert a lock into the design. The lock is thoughtfully
inserted into peripheral circuitry, i.e., biasing circuitry or on-
chip calibration mechanism, or into digital sections with the
aim to be as non-intrusive as possible to the sensitive analog
core. These lock insertion approaches also offer the possibility
to use a large key size, which is a prerequisite for thwarting
counter-attacks aiming at recovering the key. However, as it
will be discussed in Section II, these lock insertion approaches
may require changes in the AMS design flow, may degrade
performance requiring careful co-design with the target AMS
IC, may result in some justifiable yet non-negligible area and
power overheads, and some are also vulnerable to counter-
attacks. We postulate that in the case of programmable ICs
the proposed lock-less solution when applicable offers several
comparative advantages: no circuit re-design or change in the
design flow, no performance penalty, and no area or power
overheads. Of course, this comparison does not hold true in
general since in the absence of programmability the proposed
solution is not applicable.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II,
we discuss previous work on AMS IC locking. In Section III,
we provide a general overview of programmability embedded
into AMS ICs. In Section IV, we present the proposed locking
methodology and we discuss its benefits and its resilience
against foreseen counter-attacks. In Section V, we describe
our case study. In Section VI, we present the experimental
results. Section VII concludes the paper.

II. PRIOR ART IN LOCKING AMS ICS

Existing methodologies for locking AMS ICs are illustrated
in Fig. 1.

Biasing locking inserts the lock into the biasing circuits
that provide the steady currents or voltages, i.e. biases, that
set the quiescent operating conditions of the analog IC. The
key controls the generation of biases. An invalid key will
generate offset biases, thus affecting the intent performance
trade-off. In [18], a key-enabled biasing circuit is proposed
based on two memristor crossbars, as illustrated in Fig. 1a.
Only the valid key programs correctly the memristor crossbars
to generate the correct biases, while by applying an invalid
key the memristor breakdown voltage can be reached, thus
limiting the number of trials an attacker can attempt. In [19],
a transistor that sets the current or voltage bias in a node is
obfuscated by replacing it with parallel-connected transistors
whose gates are controlled by key-bits, as illustrated in Fig.
1b. The key-bits activate transistors whose aggregate width
equals the nominal width of the original transistor. In [20], a
redesign of a current mirror is proposed so as to insert key-bits,
as illustrated in Fig. 1c. Extra mirroring branches are inserted,
where each branch is comprised of the mirroring transistor
and possibly several switches that are controlled by the key-
bits. The resultant current bias will depend on which branches
are switched-on, as well as on the geometry of the mirroring
transistor in these branches. In [21], a mesh-based obfuscation
of biasing transistors is proposed, as illustrated in Fig. 1d. Each
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(a) Biasing locking based on
memristor crossbar [18].

(b) Biasing locking based on
transistor width obfuscation [19].

(c) Biasing locking based on cur-
rent mirror locking [20].

(d) Biasing locking using mesh-
based transistor obfuscation [21].

(e) Locking through neural
network-based biasing [22].

(f) Logic locking of digital opti-
mizer in on-chip calibration loop
[23].

(g) Locking of the programming
range of AFGTs [24].

(h) MixLock [25]–[27].

Fig. 1: Existing locking methodologies for AMS ICs.

transistor in the mesh is of different size and is controlled by
a key-bit. The valid key sets the effective transistor length and
width that generates the correct bias. In [22], it is proposed
to add on-chip a neural network that is trained to map the
secret analog key, which is in the form of analog DC voltages
presented as inputs to the neural network, to the correct bias,
as illustrated in Fig. 1e. For invalid keys the neural network
is trained to give the same erroneous bias.

Biasing locking is a generic methodology applicable to any
AMS IC and offers an elegant way for inserting a digital key-
enabled lock into an AMS IC. Although the lock is not inserted
into the analog core, biasing circuits are fundamental units
for proper operation of AMS ICs and their design should be

carefully done to meet requirements such as biasing accuracy,
temperature stability, bandwidth, input/output compliance volt-
age, input/output resistance, etc. The above works have not
considered the effect of locking on the performance of the
biasing circuit.

On the other hand, counter-attacks were proposed recently
that break biasing locking allowing the attacker to recover the
secret key or to remove the lock by re-synthesizing the biasing
circuit [32]–[35].

Another category of locking methodologies considers insert-
ing the lock into the on-chip calibration mechanism. In this
case, locking acts on the tuning knobs that compensate for
process variations and non-idealities. In [23], a calibration loop
is considered that uses an ADC to digitize the output of the
circuit, followed by a digital optimizer that maps the output to
appropriate tuning knobs that improve the performance trade-
off of the circuit. It is proposed to insert the lock into the
digital optimizer using logic locking, as illustrated in Fig.
1f. Unless the valid key is provided, the tuning operation is
affected. Logic locking results in some justifiable yet non-
negligible area and power overheads. In [24], a calibration
scheme is considered enabled by Analog Floating-Gate Tran-
sistors (AFGTs). A locking principle is proposed where the
lock controls the programmability range of the AFGTs, as
illustrated in Fig. 1g. The full tuning range is inhibited unless
the AFGTs are first programmed in a certain order and with
certain voltages, which are termed waypoints and constitute
the secret analog key. This condition is validated by a key
checker block. The limitations of this approach are that AFGTs
are not standard tuning knobs to enable programmability and
that the lock mechanism can be straightforwardly removed by
the attacker, thus this approach does not offer strong resilience
against cloning.

The third locking methodology leverages logic locking of
digital sections within an AMS IC to gain control over the
signal-processing flow [25]–[27], as illustrated in Fig. 1h.
Using an invalid key, the output of the locked digital sections
will be corrupted, which will in turn corrupt the AMS IC
performance trade-off in a complex and unpredictable way.
Similar to [23], logic locking will result in some justifiable
yet non-negligible area and power overheads.

Finally, a compound locking methodology can be consid-
ered. For example, in [36], it is proposed to lock the analog
core with biasing locking and the digital core with logic
locking creating shared key dependencies so as to stop an
attacker from breaking the analog and digital cores’ locking
mechanism independently.

III. PROGRAMMING OF AMS ICS

AMS ICs are often demanded to be programmable (or
configurable) with the aim to: (a) Compensate for process
variations and inherent non-idealities so as to achieve the
desired performance trade-off and boost yield; (b) Configure
the circuit into different operation modes demanded by the
application; (c) Adapt the performance to changes in the
environment, e.g., towards moderating power consumption; (d)
Enable fault tolerance in the presence of aging, latent defects,
single event upsets, etc.
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Programmability (or configuration) is enabled by judi-
ciously inserting tuning knobs (or actuators) into the design
that act on the circuit performances. Typically, tuning knobs
are programmable bias sources that set the current of voltage
bias in a node or are implemented by tunable single compo-
nents, i.e., resistors, capacitors, and varactors. Ideally, tuning
knobs should act orthogonally on the circuit performances so
as to facilitate finding a good balance among multiple compet-
ing performance goals; however, this orthogonality property is
difficult to achieve in practice and a tuning knob typically acts
simultaneously on multiple performances invoking a trade-off,
which makes the programming more tangled. Typically, tuning
knobs are digitally-controlled, that is, a configuration setting
is a digital word.

The programming is driven by a calibration algorithm
that uses performance indicators, i.e., direct measurement of
performances or information-rich measurements, to search in
the space of tuning knob settings so as to achieve the tar-
get performance objectives. The calibration algorithm returns
the configuration setting (or programming bits) that sets the
optimal performance trade-off given the target objective. It is
an optimization process that involves multiple testing/tuning
iterations where in each iteration the next best tuning knob
setting is selected based on the current trade-off of measured
performances. The calibration algorithm can be implemented
off-chip or on-chip.

Off-chip calibration requires that the chip is interfaced with
the Automated Test Equipment (ATE). The ATE applies test
stimuli, analyses the test response, and generates the tuning
knob values. The calibration algorithm runs on the computer
of the ATE. The tuning knobs are accessed and controlled from
a primary pin via a test bus. The calibration can be driven
directly by the measured performances or can be assisted by
design-for-test (DfT) structures with the aim to reduce test
cost, i.e., interface the chip to low-cost ATE and reduce the
number of test configurations and/or test time. For example,
in [37], a built-in envelope detector is used to extract the low-
frequency envelope of the output of an RF transmitter from
which multiple RF performances are predicted implicitly in a
single test step using the alternate test principle. In [38], loop-
back test is used to analytically compute the parameters of
the RF transceiver using baseband test signals and, thereafter,
these parameters are used for pre-distortion or post-distortion
to digitally calibrate the RF transceiver. In [39]–[41], it is
shown that by adding on-chip process variation-aware sensors
that are not electrically connected to the circuit under cali-
bration, the calibration can be performed in “one-shot” based
on machine learning algorithms. An off-chip implementation
of the calibration algorithm can address objectives (a)-(c). For
objectives (b)-(c), operation modes and adaptation levels need
to be pre-specified based on the anticipated range of applica-
tions and environmental conditions, resulting in multiple pre-
specified configuration settings. In this case, the calibration
algorithm returns a look-up table (LUT) with the multiple pre-
specified configuration settings that is pre-loaded into the chip
before deployment and stays fixed during its entire lifetime.
Based on the application and the environmental conditions met
in the field, the appropriate configuration setting is selected

from the LUT.
An on-chip implementation [38], [42]–[46] requires an

on-chip infrastructure that includes, for example, measure-
ment acquisition sensors for obtaining performance indicators,
ADCs for digitizing the measurements, digital post-processing
circuitry that drives the tuning knob values optimization given
the current measurements, and Digital-to-Analog Converters
(DACs) if the actuating signals are analog. An on-chip cali-
bration is automated and can be completed faster compared
to off-chip calibration since the process takes place entirely
on-chip and there is no need to offload test signals and
perform off-chip analysis. An on-chip implementation can
address all aforementioned objectives (a)-(d). For objectives
(b)-(c), the LUT approach can be followed. For objective
(c), in case where the changes in the environment cannot
be anticipated, a fully embedded on-chip calibration scheme
offers the possibility to run the calibration on-chip upon
request. For objective (d), this is required since fault scenarios
are manifold. Clearly, an on-chip implementation offers larger
flexibility compared to an off-chip implementation. It can
decide on the best configuration setting considering the current
status of the chip. However, this comes at the expense of area
overhead and design complexity, thus oftentimes it is not the
preferred solution by designers.

In summary, both off-chip and on-chip calibration imple-
mentations can meet objectives (a)-(c). For objectives (b)-(c),
operation modes and adaptation levels need to be pre-specified
for an off-chip implementation, while this is not required
for an on-chip implementation. In contrast, objective (d) that
addresses in field hardware-level failures can only be achieved
by an on-chip implementation. Off-chip calibration is easier
to implement compared to on-chip calibration since the latter
requires the design of significant on-chip resources. However,
an off-chip calibration is run on an ATE, while in an on-chip
calibration the process takes place entirely and automatically
on-chip. Finally, an off-chip calibration runs slower compared
to an on-chip calibration due to the communication with the
ATE.

Often the same calibration mechanism is used to achieve
multiple of the above objectives. For example, the configura-
tion setting for each operation mode may take into account
process variations and non-idealities so as to achieve the most
advantageous performance trade-off for each operation mode.
In this case, the configuration settings are unique for each chip.

IV. LOCK-LESS LOCKING OF PROGRAMMABLE AMS ICS

A. Locking Principle

We argue that for programmable AMS ICs with off-chip
calibration it is not required to insert additional circuitry on-
chip, i.e., a lock, in order to introduce key-bits. Instead, we
can take advantage of the embedded programmable fabric so
as to naturally perform a lock-less locking operation, as shown
in Fig. 2. Specifically, the configuration settings resulting from
the calibration algorithm can be treated as secret keys or,
equivalently, the programming bits can be treated as secret
key-bits. An attacker who possesses the netlist can determine
the secret keys if the calibration algorithm is known or can be
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Fig. 2: Lock-less locking via the programmability interface.

determined. Thus, a requirement for the locking to be effective
is that the calibration algorithm that produces the configuration
settings is an asset of the design owner and complex enough
to be determined by the attacker. The calibration algorithm
is also kept secret and is not shared with any untrusted and
potentially malicious party. Using invalid programming bits
will result in untuning the circuit inciting complete loss of
functionality or significant performance degradation, that is,
one or more performances will lie far outside their allowable
specification range.

B. On-chip calibration

In the case of on-chip calibration, an attacker that extracts
the netlist will also have at hand the hardware that implements
the calibration feedback loop and, thereby, it may be fairly
easy to extract the calibration algorithm. In this scenario,
we can envision logic locking of the digital section of the
calibration feedback loop [23], thus in this work we do not
treat this scenario.

C. Key management

The possible secret key management schemes are the same
ones used by any locking methodology, for digital or AMS
ICs alike. One option is to directly store the LUT with the
configuration settings into a TPM, as shown in Fig. 3a. A
second option, illustrated in Fig. 3b, makes use of a PUF. The
PUF needs to take at least as many challenges as the total num-
ber of configuration settings. This key management scheme
uses a number of triplets {challenge, user key, configuration
setting} that equals the number of configuration settings. The
challenges are pre-stored in a TPM. For a target configuration
setting, the corresponding challenge is driven to the PUF from
the TPM and the PUF generates a secret identification key. The
user key is defined such that when XORed with the identifi-
cation key the target configuration setting is produced. In both
schemes, for updating its operation mode or for an adaptation
to the environment, the circuit commands dynamically the
memories to load the corresponding programming bits.

D. Cost

Exploiting the embedded programmability for performing
the locking operation presents significant advantages in terms

(a) Key management scheme based on directly storing the LUT of
configuration settings into a TPM.

(b) Key management scheme using a PUF.

Fig. 3: Key management schemes.

of implementation cost. The key directly applies to the ex-
isting digitally-controlled tuning knobs without requiring the
addition of any particular circuit for implementing a lock.
The AMS IC is left completely intact and, thereby, there is
no need for redesign, no extra design iterations, no changes
in the design flow, and, most importantly, no performance
degradation. In addition, the proposed approach does not
increase the power or area of the AMS IC itself. The power
and area overheads are only due to the key management
scheme, which is the minimum unavoidable overhead for any
IC locking technique for digital and AMS ICs alike. It should
be noted also that in the context of a SoC the key management
scheme is typically shared for enabling security for all other
blocks of the SoC, thus it should not be considered as an
overhead for a specific block. Thus, overall, the proposed
locking approach offers the minimum possible implementation
cost.

E. Testing/off-chip calibration phase

There are four options for performing the testing/off-chip
calibration phase in such a way that: (a) resilience is achieved
against remarking by gaining control over the number of
activated functional chips; (b) the secrecy of the calibration
algorithm and configuration settings is preserved. These op-
tions are:

1) The testing/off-chip calibration phase is performed in a
trusted test facility.

2) The foundry returns the manufactured chips to the design
house and owner of the IC, where the testing/off-chip
calibration steps are performed in a secured environment.

3) Only structural defect-oriented testing is performed at the
untrusted test facility, which does not require calibrating
the chip first. Thereafter, calibration is performed by the
trusted design house. Performing structural testing only
is possible for designs with well-centered performances
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that have an 100% parametric yield. A metric to assess
the centering of a performance is its Cpk value, where
Cpk = min

[
USL−µ

3σ , µ−LSL
3σ

]
, USL and LSL denote the

upper and lower specification limits of the performance,
respectively, and µ and σ denote the mean and standard
deviation of the performance, respectively. Structural test
approaches that are generic or specific to an AMS IC class
are continuously being proposed [47]–[51], and recently
introduced industrial analog defect simulators [52], [53]
assist in performing efficiently fault simulation towards
test generation and test quality assessment.

4) The testing/calibration phase is performed in an untrusted
test facility using secured remote calibration based on
asymmetric cryptography [12]. More specifically, multi-
ple test/calibration iterations are carried out for searching
for the best configuration settings. In each step of the
calibration algorithm, the next configuration setting is
dictated by tests done using the current configuration
setting. The trusted design house holds and runs the
calibration algorithm and generates the next best config-
uration setting, while the untrusted test facility generates
the test results for a given configuration setting. In each
step, the design house communicates the configuration
setting securely to the chip which is interfaced to the
ATE in the untrusted test facility. The test result produced
in the test facility is sent back to the trusted party to
drive the generation of the next configuration setting, and
so forth. If the calibration ends based on stop criteria
and the performance specifications are not met, then
the IC is labeled as faulty. To avoid remarking, the
design house can deliberately load into the on-chip TPM
largely offset configuration settings to render the chip
totally malfunctional. For functional ICs, at the end of
the calibration, the configuration settings that correctly
activate the IC are stored into the on-chip TPM. Note
that the calibration is automated on both sides and that
the test results do not need to be secured.

F. Protection against IP/IC piracy threat models

1) Cloning: The proposed locking methodology can serve
as a countermeasure against cloning by a malicious SoC inte-
grator, foundry, or end-user that performs reverse-engineering.
An attacker can extract the circuit architecture and netlist, but
lacks the information on how the circuit is tuned. Thus, the
circuit is rendered unclonable via protecting its tuning settings
and the calibration algorithm that produces them.

2) Overbuilding and remarking: It serves also as a coun-
termeasure against overbuilding by a malicious foundry and
remarking by a malicious test facility since the design owner
can take control over chip activation, as described in detail in
Section IV-E.

3) Recycling: It can offer resilience against recycling only if
the key management scheme in Fig. 3b is used and the unique
user keys are re-loaded every time at power-on.

G. Security Analysis

We consider the most favorable threat model for an attacker.
We assume that the attacker has full capabilities, i.e., has the
circuit netlist and access to an unlocked oracle chip. Herein,
we list the foreseen attacks, based also on all the known attacks
in the literature in both the analog and digital domains, and
we argue about the resilience offered by the proposed locking
methodology.

1) Attacks in digital domain: Known attacks in the digital
domain aiming at breaking logic locking techniques, such as
the most lethal Boolean Satisfiability (SAT)-based attack [54],
are not applicable. The reason is that an AMS IC has no
Boolean representation and the input and/or output are analog.
Such attacks also assume scan infrastructure or I/O access.
Scan infrastructure is often not used inside digital cores of
AMS ICs as AMS ICs are tested as a whole in the analog
domain. Moreover, I/O access may not be granted in an AMS
IC. The reason is that I/O nodes of AMS ICs may be high
frequency nodes sensitive to parasitics and if not necessary
they should not be routed to I/O pads since this would degrade
the AMS IC performance.

2) Removal attacks: Removal attacks aim at removing or
bypassing the lock. They are not applicable since the proposed
locking methodology is lock-less; the key directly applies to
existing tuning knobs into the design.

3) Attacks on biasing locking: The proposed locking
methodology uses as key-bits the programming bits of tuning
knobs, whereas a large class of tuning knobs are bias sources.
All attacks on biasing locking work by considering the ob-
fuscated component within the bias source [32]–[35]. In the
proposed locking methodology, bias sources are not obfus-
cated; only their programming bits are kept secret. Therefore,
attacks on biasing locking are not applicable.

4) Brute-force and multi-objective optimization attacks:
The brute-force attack consists in applying random combi-
nations of programming bits, i.e., keys, until a key is found
that unlocks the circuit, i.e., brings all the performances
within the acceptable specification range. Instead, the attacker
can employ a multi-objective optimization algorithm, such
as gradient descent, simulated annealing, Genetic Algorithm
(GA), etc., to search more efficiently in the key space. More
specifically, the attacker can formulate an optimization prob-
lem min

key

∑
j

wj |fj(key) − sj |, where fj(key) is the function

relating performance j with the key, sj denotes the specifica-
tion of performance j, and wj are weight factors. The function
fj(key) is intricate without a known closed-form relationship
and is computed by invoking a circuit simulator. Such an
optimization attack based on a GA is proposed in [34] and
was originally used for breaking biasing locking. For AMS
ICs it is likely that a number of keys result in a satisfactory
performance trade-off, although this number is typically a very
small fraction of all keys. For example, tuning knobs are typ-
ically used to generate bias currents or voltages that correctly
set the DC operating point of the circuit. Keys that are “close”
to the correct key will generate approximate biases that lead
to correct functionality with a tolerated performance trade-
off degradation. For every iteration of these attacks where a
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specific key is evaluated, the circuit is simulated to compute
the performances, and the performances are compared to the
performances of the oracle chip.

Resilience against these attacks is proportional to the key
size and to the simulation time. For AMS ICs one simulation
run to compute all performances can be extremely time-
consuming, thus the attacker in practice can afford carrying
out just a few iterations. For our case study circuit, the key
size is 194 bits and simulation time is in the order of one day.
Thus, these attacks are infeasible.

To reduce the attack time, instead of simulating all the per-
formances using appropriate test benches, the attacker could
define a test stimulus and test duration and use as criterion
some metric that assesses the similarity of the simulated
response and the actual response from the oracle chip. Alterna-
tively, the attacker could remove the entire key management
scheme and re-fabricate the chip such that the key can be
sourced directly as input and a brute-force or optimization
attack can be performed entirely and faster in hardware. In
both scenarios, the attack time is reduced, but the large key
space still offers resilience. Furthermore, concerning the latter
scenario, re-fabrication is clearly impractical for the attacker.

One workaround for the attacker could be dividing the
circuit into sub-blocks, tracing key-bits to sub-blocks, and
enabling smaller brute-force and multi-objective optimization
attacks at sub-block level. This is not possible for two reasons.
First, an AMS IC typically has internal feedback loops that
involve multiple sub-blocks each, thus sub-blocks cannot be
considered individually. Second, the performances of sub-
blocks are not documented in the datasheet and the oracle
does not offer access to sub-blocks for measurements.

With that said, there is another important defense against
these attacks which is the fact that configuration settings are
unique for each chip taking into account inter-die variations.
These attacks become meaningful only if the extracted key
from simulation of the nominal design can be used to set a
good starting point for launching a gradient search for quickly
calibrating any chip.

5) Revealing the calibration algorithm: The attacker may
target speculating the calibration algorithm by studying the cir-
cuit architecture. However, very often the calibration algorithm
is very specific to the design and customized by the designer.
Thus, the attacker must have a very high and specialized
expertise and a thorough understanding of the design so as
to be able to conceive the underlying calibration algorithm.
Revealing the calibration algorithm is a new type of attack
specific to the countermeasure that is proposed. In general,
it opens a discussion for securing and obfuscating calibration
algorithms when they are considered to be a valuable asset of
the design.

H. Applicability

The discussion in Section III remains quite general. In
fact, the calibration scheme varies from one circuit class to
another, and for a given circuit class it varies also from
one architecture to another. Furthermore, for each architecture
several calibration strategies exist.

Embedding programmability in AMS ICs becomes essential
for pushing the performance limits of the technology, for
course/fine tuning to compensate against process variability
and non-idealities especially in advance technology nodes, for
introducing multiple modes into the design, and for in-field
calibration to deal with latent defects and aging and improve
reliability and functional safety features. Programmability is
also extensively used in digitally-assisted analog designs and
digital centric AMS IC architectures [55], where the goal is
to make a thoughtful shift of functionality from the analog
into the digital domain, in order to alleviate analog design
complexity, and then compensate low-precision with digital
correction.

Several programmable versions exist for any AMS IC class,
including filters, data converters, phase-locked loops (PLLs),
RF transceivers, and mm-Wave circuits.

Programmability may vary from a few bits for calibrating
single blocks up to tens or hundreds of bits for calibrating
complete systems. For logic locking techniques, a necessary
but not sufficient condition for thwarting counter-attacks is
that the key size is 64 bits or higher. The reason is that
the attacker can run fast simulations at a high abstraction-
level, i.e., gate-level or register-transfer level. For AMS ICs,
however, simulations need to be run at transistor-level since
behavioral models are not available to the attacker. Even then,
a behavioral model approximates functionality and cannot
faithfully capture transistor-level effects, while it does not have
sufficient detail to embed into it the lock. On the other hand,
transistor-level simulation time can be very long, i.e., in the
order of days for several AMS ICs such as data converters,
PLLs, and RF transceivers, while in many cases a transistor-
level simulation of the complete mixed analog-digital system
is unfeasible and a divide-and-conquer approach has to be
followed for pre-silicon verification. For this reason, for many
AMS ICs the large key size condition can be safely relaxed
to a few tens of bits.

In summary, the proposed locking methodology finds a
wide applicability across several AMS IC classes and is in
agreement with the current trend of embedding programma-
bility into AMS ICs. Thanks also to the time-complexity
of analog simulations, it may not necessarily require high
programmability.

V. CASE STUDY

A. Programmable Σ∆ modulator
The recent increase in wireless communication standards

has pushed the development of multi-standard RF transceivers
[56]–[58], where the same RF transceiver circuit serves for
establishing communication using several standards. Different
standards have different requirements in terms of sensitivity,
center frequency, bandwidth, resolution, etc. Therefore, it is
necessary that many blocks within the RF transceiver are made
programmable, in order to be able to adapt its specifications to
the requirements imposed by the target standard. The configu-
ration of the blocks is performed thanks to judiciously inserted
tuning knobs which are controlled by digital programming bits.

Our case study for demonstrating the proposed locking
methodology is a programmable band-pass RF Σ∆ modulator
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Fig. 4: Highly-digitized RF receiver architecture.

[59] designed in the context of a highly-digitized, multi-
standard RF receiver, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The Σ∆ mod-
ulator is used to directly convert the RF signal at the output
of the low noise amplifier (LNA) to the digital domain. It
over-samples the analog input signal and generates a high-
frequency, low-resolution 1-bit digital signal at its output. This
signal is then down-converted by a digital mixer and filtered
using a digital decimation filter.

The RF Σ∆ modulator is designed in a 65nm CMOS
process. Its block-level schematic is illustrated in Fig. 5. At
the higher level, it is composed of a band-pass loop filter,
a comparator, feedback DACs, a tunable delay block, and an
output buffer. It is designed specifically for an RF receiver that
establishes communication using several standards within the
frequency range from 1.7GHz to 2.8GHz, such as Bluetooth,
ZigBee, and WiFi 802.11b, as well as several standards
dedicated to second generation 2G and fourth generation 4G
broadband cellular networks, such as GSM, GPRS, EDGE,
LTE1800, LTE2100, and LTE2600. All the sub-blocks of the
Σ∆ modulator are made programmable to set its operation
mode according to the target standard and at the same time
to tune its performance trade-off on a per-chip basis in the
presence of process variations. In total, the Σ∆ modulator
uses a 194-bit programming word. The partitioning of the 194
programming bits into the different sub-blocks and their utility
is as follows:

• The center frequency of the loop filter is tuned in the
presence of process variations. For this purpose, in each
LC tank inside the loop filter there are two capacitor
arrays, namely an array Cc with a 6-bit configuration
word for coarse-tuning and another array Cf with a 6-bit
configuration word for fine-tuning.

• The quality factor of each LC tank is tuned in the
presence of process variations using a 10-bit configuration
word that controls the current of a negative transconduc-
tance −Gm.

• A 8-bit configuration word is dedicated to trimming the
biasing current of the tunable delay block so as to adapt
it to the sampling frequency Fs of the modulator.

• The 56-bit configuration word dedicated to the com-
parator, the 7-bit configuration word dedicated to each
Gm inside the loop filter, and the 7-bit configuration
word dedicated to each DAC in the feedback loop are
independent of the center frequency tuning and are used
to trim the biasing currents so as to compensate for
process variations.

• The biasing current of the output buffer is controlled
through an 8-bit configuration word with the objective of

adapting the 1-bit output of the modulator to its off-chip
load.

B. Calibration Interface

During calibration, the programming bits {b1, b2, · · · , bn}
of the configuration word are streamed into the chip propa-
gating through a serial shift register composed of cascaded D-
FFs, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Once the full configuration word
is loaded into the serial register, it is latched to a parallel
register where it is stored, activating the Σ∆ modulator. The
parallel register is refreshed in every iteration of the calibration
algorithm. In the field of operation, the configuration words
resulting from calibration are pre-stored in the memory, and
the configuration word corresponding to the desired operation
mode is loaded.

The tuning knobs in the design are of two types, namely
programmable binary-weighted capacitor arrays inside the LC
tanks of the loop filter and programmable binary-weighted
current mirrors setting the biases in all other blocks, i.e.,
transconductances Gm and negative transconductances −Gm
inside the loop filter, comparator, feedback DACs, tunable
delay block, and output buffer.

Fig. 7 depicts a programmable binary-weighted current mir-
ror. The programming bits control which mirroring branches
are turned on, contributing to the adjustment of the mirroring
ratio. The resultant bias current is given by

∑n
i=1 bi · 2i · Iref .

Fig. 8 depicts a programmable capacitor array. In this case,
the programming bits control which capacitors contribute to
the equivalent capacitance, which is given by

∑n
i=1 bi · 2i ·C.

The fact that the tuning knobs are binary-weighted has also
a security implication: no two different configuration words
can produce the same tuning knob values, i.e., bias currents
or capacitances. This limits the number of keys that can
establish an acceptable performance trade-off. Only the keys
that produce tuning knob values in the neighborhood of the
nominal tuning knob values can meet this objective, and this
number of keys is a tiny fraction of the key space.

C. Calibration algorithm

An off-chip calibration algorithm is used to tune a fabricated
chip for a given standard in the presence of process variations.
Thus, the configuration settings per standard are unique for
each fabricated chip. The calibration algorithm is as follows:

1) The comparator is configured as a buffer by deactivating
its driving clock.

2) The input signal is disabled by turning off the input
transconductance Gm1.

3) The feedback DACs current is turned off.
4) The third LC tank in the loop filter is put in oscillation

mode by setting its Q-enhancement transconductance
−Gm to its maximum.

5) The capacitor arrays Cc and Cf of the third LC tank in
the loop filter are tuned until the output frequency is equal
to the desired center frequency dictated by the standard.

6) The Q-enhancement transconductance −Gm of the third
LC tank in the loop filter is reduced gradually until
oscillation vanishes.
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Fig. 5: Architecture of Σ∆ modulator.

Fig. 6: Configuration word loading and storage.

Fig. 7: Programmable current mirror.

7) Steps 1-6 are repeated for the second and first LC tanks
in the loop filter.

8) The feedback loop is restored.
9) The Σ∆ modulator is put in the operating mode by

applying an RF input signal with frequency F0.
10) The sampling frequency is set to Fs = 4 · F0.
11) The tunable delay is set according to Fs.
12) The tuning knobs of the input transconductance Gm1,

feedback DACs, and comparator are initialized to their
nominal values determined by simulation.

13) An iterative procedure is used to determine the optimal
configuration words of these blocks in the presence
of process variations through the improvement of the
measured Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and Spurious Free
Dynamic Range (SFDR) of the Σ∆ modulator.

Fig. 8: Programmable capacitor array.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Locking efficiency

Our experiment is conducted using hardware measurements
on the actual fabricated chip. Without loss of generality,
we consider the operation mode with the maximum center
frequency, e.g., 2.8GHz.

The circuit has several performances, including SNR,
SFDR, input third-order intercept point (IIP3), etc., and lock-
ing succeeds when at least one performance violates its
specification for any incorrect key. Ideally, for an incorrect
key all performances should violate their specifications, and
the further they lie away from their specifications the more
efficient the locking is.

The locking efficiency is first assessed by applying random
keys and comparing the resultant SNR with the SNR of the
unlocked circuit when the correct key is applied. For this
measurement, we consider an input sinusoidal signal with
frequency 2.8GHz and power -14dBm. Fig. 9 shows the SNR
across 5000 randomly generated keys and the correct key. As it
can be seen, the correct key stands out resulting in an SNR of
over 60dB, while for incorrect keys the SNR is less than 30dB.
The average SNR across incorrect keys is around 10dB, while
the maximum and minimum observed SNR is 26.6dB and
-21.1dB, respectively. This experiment shows that applying
incorrect keys degrades drastically the SNR performance, thus
the locking objective is achieved.

Next, we present measurement results for the rest of the
performances considering three keys, namely the correct key
and the “best” and “worst” incorrect keys in Fig. 9, i.e., the
incorrect keys resulting in the highest and lower observed
SNR, respectively.

Fig. 10 shows the Power Spectral Density (PSD) at the
output of the Σ∆ modulator. As it can be seen, for the “worst”
incorrect key there is no noise shaping shown by the “V” shape
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Fig. 9: SNR measured for correct and incorrect keys.

Fig. 10: PSD measured for the correct key and the “best” and
“worst” incorrect keys in Fig. 9.

in the band-of-interest, which is the main characteristic of a
band-pass Σ∆ modulator. The signal is permanently buried
under the noise level. For the “best” incorrect key, noise
shaping is observed; however, there are some harmonics in
the band-of-interest reducing the SNR to 26.6dB.

Fig. 11 plots the dynamic range. While Fig. 9 shows the
SNR for an input power of -14dBm corresponding to the
maximum obtained SNR, Fig. 11 plots the SNR for different
input power values with a step of 1dBm. As it can be seen, the
“best” incorrect key results in significantly reduced dynamic
range, while for the “worst” incorrect key the curve does not
show the expected knee behavior and is permanently under
0dB.

Fig. 12 plots the SFDR measured by applying a two-
tone input, where the two tones have the same power and
a frequency difference of 10MHz. SFDR is the difference
between the power of the fundamental and the third harmonic.
As it can be seen, the nominal SFDR is 51.39dB, whereas
the “best” and “worst” incorrect keys result in significantly
reduced SFDR values of 14.41dB and 4.15dB, respectively.

Fig. 11: SNR versus input power for the correct key and the
“best” and “worst” incorrect keys in Fig. 9.

Fig. 12: SFDR versus input power for the correct key and the
“best” and “worst” incorrect keys in Fig. 9.

Fig. 13 shows the output fundamental power and the third-
order intermodulation (IM3) product versus the input power,
from which the IIP3 can be determined. We apply a two-
tone input, where the two tones have the same input power
and a frequency difference of 2MHz. The output fundamental
power and IM3 are measured by sweeping the input power
from -13dB to -17dB with a step size of 1dB. As it can be
seen, the unlocked circuit has a nominal IIP3 of 8dBm, while
the “best” and “worst” incorrect keys result in a significantly
reduced IIP3 of -8dBm and -12dBm, respectively.

As a final note, the same experiment was repeated for other
center frequencies in the band 1.7-2.8GHz and other fabricated
chip samples and qualitatively the results were identical.

B. Resilience to attacks

1) Brute-force and multi-objective optimization attacks:
The key space is 2194, thus the search space for brute-force
and multi-objective optimization attacks is huge. Besides,
these attacks are implemented at simulation-level, and one
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Fig. 13: IIP3 for the correct key and the “best” and “worst”
incorrect keys in Fig. 9.

transistor-level simulation to compute the circuit performances
is extremely time-consuming. More specifically, for a single
key and an 8192-point Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), it takes
about 30 minutes to simulate the SNR for a given input power,
4.5 hours to simulate the SNR across the complete input range,
45 minutes to simulate the SFDR, and 3.75 hours to simulate
the IIP3. The overall simulation time per iteration will be in the
order of hours, thus only a few iterations can be performed in
practice and it will be impossible to “hit” a good performance
trade-off within an affordable simulation time.

2) Revealing the calibration algorithm: There are many
aspects in the algorithm that make it very complex, thus
hindering the attacker’s ability to recover it. It is design-
specific and its steps cannot be easily retraced by conjecture
even under the assumption that the attacker has strong AMS
IC design expertise. In particular: (a) The circuit needs to
be reconfigured into appropriate test benches multiple times
during calibration; (b) The order with which the different
sub-blocks should be calibrated is very specific; (c) Most
sub-blocks are included in a feedback loop which prohibits
calibrating sub-blocks individually, given also that the target
performances of individual blocks per standard are unknown
to the attacker; (d) The calibration of many sub-blocks requires
initial programming bits that are dictated by design simulation
and are unknown to the attacker. If other than these program-
ming bits are used then convergence in a reasonable time is
not guaranteed.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a locking methodology for the class of pro-
grammable AMS ICs that leverages the existing programma-
bility based on tuning knobs. No lock needs to be inserted
into the design since the existing tuning knobs take the role
of sub-locks. The key is the concatenation of the programming
bits of tuning knobs. The owner of the IC needs to keep
secret the configuration settings per standard and per chip,
as well as the calibration algorithm that is used to generate
these configuration settings. The locking methodology presents

many advantages that allow its wide adoption by AMS IC
designers, i.e., it is strictly non-intrusive to the design, it
incurs zero power and area overheads except for the overheads
due to the key management scheme that are common to any
locking methodology, and it neither requires any change in
the AMS IC design flow nor any design re-iterations. We
demonstrated the locking methodology on a Σ∆ ADC that
has a 194-bit programmability so as to be part of a multi-
standard RF receiver. Hardware measurements showed very
efficient locking as any invalid key resulted in dramatically
degraded performance trade-offs.
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